CUSCO MARTIAN STAR MAP
The purpose of this study is to suggest some possible amazing correlations that associate the ancient Sacsayhuaman fortress overlooking Cusco in Peru to some other very ancient motifs in the Bible and Mars. This study seeks to add some additional astro-archeological aspects to this amazing site. The Martian motif has already
been applied and configured around the world to other ancient pyramid sites. Other researchers have also discovered the correlation and pattern of the famous Cusco citadel of Sacsayhuaman that corresponds to the head of a Jaguar or Puma street layout of Cusco. Cusco is probably one of the most sIt is rather amazing also that
the pre-Columbian civilizations of the Incas, the Maya, Aztecs, etc., all had a similar creation storyline. It includes a world-wide flood account with the destruction of the then known world of the ‘Golden Age’ of the gods. These were the beings perhaps before Adam and Eve if one subscribes to the Genesis Gap Theory. Then there
were the Giants as a result of the ‘Star-People’ mixing with human women. The Giants as a result of such forbidden unions were said to be red-headed, blue-eyed, white and came from the area of the East near Lake Titicaca. This supposed Atlantean civilization had amazing advanced technology. There are stories of ancient Indian
flying Vimanas and incredible masonry of how to mold monolithic stones together using resonance or vibration and levitation. Then there are the now famous Inca ‘bird planes’ that flew when replicated by German engineers in keeping with the exact scale.

Inca Flying Airplanes
German engineers replicated artifacts
and found to fly. Example of ancient
pre-Flood technology.
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~2520 nautical miles to Teotihuacan
~333⁰ heading to Chichen Itza
111⁰ to Temple Mount (7711 miles)
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All these monolithic remnants of
Maia
the pre-Flood fortresses like
Taygete
Sacsayhuaman appears to
Pleione
validate the Genesis 6 Prime
Directive that was violated
Asterope
against Humanity by Lucifer and
his fellow Fallen Angels. This
supposition is substantiated by the books of Enoch and the Giants. It is
for such suppositions and evidences that such information and relics are
intentionally suppressed because the timelines extend thousands of years.
Such notions collaborate and validate the Biblical narrative of a ‘re-creation’
and negate the current politically correct Darwinian world view.
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Ancient Cusco

The entire Cusco city core is laid out to
mirror the Cydonia, Mars pyramid complex.
The Martian motif of Cydonia pyramid complex on
Mars has 3 main components. The Martian pyramid
pattern is found in ancient pyramid complexes
around Earth. This pattern was apparently extremely
important and thus replicated
throughout the globe.

Ancient Fallen Angel
technology
PERU

Same exact faceting of
monolithic stone
EGYPT

Modern flag of Cusco with the 7 primary colors of
the Rainbow. It is the symbol and sign Covenant of
YHVH and Humanity to never destroy the Earth
again by water. The LGBTQ movement has a 6
layer flag, 1 less color

